
Minutes of User Group Meeting 3(31st of Marh / 1st of April 2003)edited by Norbert Shartelapproved by voting members (11st of April 2003)Meeting 31th of MarhPartiipants:Juergen Shmitt (Chairman), Xavier Barons (External), Phil Charles (External),Andrea Comastri (External), Jaqueline Bergeron (Mission Sientist), Rihard Grif-�ths (Mission Sientist), Rihard Mushotzky (Mission Sientist), Roberto Pallaviini(Mission Sientist), Jelle Kaastra (RGS-PI), Keith Mason (OM-PI), Martin Turner(EPIC-PI), Mike Watson (SSC-PI), Fred Jansen (XMM-Newton Projet Sientist),Norbert Shartel (Seretary),Leo Metalfe (Siene Support Manager), Ramon Munoz (Operations Support Man-ager), Calibation Sientists and interested sta� from VilspaFirst Part:Juergen Shmitt (Chairman) opened the meeting at 14:00 and welomed the parti-ipants.There were small adjustments to the agenda. The report on the "XMM-Newtontiming/lok drifts" was shifted to the next UG meeting, beause no new resultsould be obtained further to the last meeting. Reports of A. Comastri and R.Mushotzky were added to the agenda.The following talks were provided:� Report of the Projet Sientist (F. Jansen)� Instrument Operations (R. Munoz)� Siene Support (L. Metalfe)� EPIC Calibration Status (M. Krish)Seond Part:During the seond part (approximately 17:25 to 19:15) the Users Group disussedextensively the following items:Cooling and alibration: The UG was impressed by the results of dereasing theoperational temperature of RGS and MOS ("ooling") and the progress in the ali-bration. The UG was very satis�ed with the fat that the delay in data delivery waslimited and that the reovery in data delivery by the SSC ourred very quikly. Anendorsement was formulated the next day. Data taken by XMM-Newton after the"ooling" does require analysis with SAS version 5.4 or later, and so the SOC willissue a warning in the next XMM-Newton Newsletter.R. Mushotzky mentioned that he is aware of a data set taken from a Galaxy Cluster,whih shows di�erent temperatures in MOS 1 and MOS 2. M. Turner explained1



that suh behavior an result if emission lines, whih are ritial for temperaturedetermination, oinide with sharp features in the mirror or CCD response (goldor silion edges). Dereasing the operational temperature ("ooling") of the EPICMOS and RGS was performed after XMM-Newton had been in orbit for almost 3years. This "late" date was hosen in order to avoid any risk of ontamination.Should the MOS detetors seriously degrade further due to mirometeorite impats,then there remains the possibility of re-heating the CCDs to 100 degree C andsubsequent re-ooling.SAS: UG reognizes the di�erent requirements and onstraints for providing theSAS software pakage. Given the manpower onstraints, not every platform andoperating system (OS) an be supported. The development of new SAS versions(usually) requires spei� features in the supported OS. Therefore, a new version ofSAS may require a version of the OS whih is not the most reent one. An additionalarea of problems are "avors" of the OS, i.e. parts of the OS are up-dated in respetto the oÆial release. Furthermore, to build the SAS requires ommerial software,suh as the NAG library, whih preludes users undertaking their own loal build.The UG felt that new releases of the SAS and the relevant OS version must not driftapart too far. A reommendation onerning SAS support on di�erent platformswas subsequently formulated.Mission extension and options for budget redution: The mission extension must beproposed to ESA in autumn 2003, and presented to the AWG (Astronomial Work-ing Group) and SPC (Siene Program Committee). The UG is seriously onernedabout the impat of possible budget redution on the sienti� output of XMM-Newton. Several senarios were disussed, and a strong reommendation subse-quently formulated.Report of Chairman of UG to AWG: The hairman of the UG will report to theAWG at their next meeting the following week, and so the ontents of this reportwere disussed.Publi Relations: R. Mushotzky and R. GriÆths reported on the e�orts undertakenby NASA to ensure e�etive PR ativities within high pro�le missions. Typially,3% of the budget is alloated to this work. e.g. within the Chandra projet, amanpower of more than 3 FTE was devoted to PR. The UG is extremely dissatis�edwith the ESA PR e�ort on XMM-Newton. The UG feel that this is primarily anESA resoure problem, and not an XMM-Newton problem. The VILSPA team dotheir best within their alloated resoures, but the UG feels that ESA should builda muh better PR infra-struture for all their missions. There is a lear need to haveenhaned ESA support for the spei� XMM-Newton PR e�ort. The XMM-NewtonPR team should work autonomously but liaise losely with the Projet Sientist.
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Meeting 1st of AprilPartiipants: Juergen Shmitt (Chairman), Xavier Barons (External), Phil Charles(External), Andrea Comastri (External), Jaqueline Bergeron (Mission Sientist),Rihard GriÆths (Mission Sientist), Rihard Mushotzky (Mission Sientist), RobertoPallaviini (Mission Sientist), Jelle Kaastra (RGS-PI), Keith Mason (OM-PI), Mar-tin Turner (EPIC-PI), Mike Watson (SSC-PI), Fred Jansen (XMM-Newton ProjetSientist), Norbert Shartel (Seretary),Leo Metalfe (Siene Support Manager), Ramon Munoz (Operations Support Man-ager), Calibation Sientists and interested sta� from VilspaFirst Part:The meeting started at 9:00 with the following talks:� RGS Calibration Status (A. Pollok)� OM Calibration Status (A. Talavera)� Input from ommunity (A. Comastri)� Input from ommunity (R. Mushotzky)� SAS status and plans (C. Gabriel)� SSC status and XMM-Newton atalogue (M. Watson)� Ation items from last meeting (N. Shartel)The talk "Input from ommunity" (A. Comastri) raised several open tehnial anal-ysis questions, whih will be evaluated by the SOC. R. Mushotzky reported on thedevelopment performed at GSFC to model the bakground radiation for extendedsoures. This tool will be made available to the wider ommunity. After N. Shar-tel's presentation the XMM-Newton UG deided to lose the following ations andreommendations:Ation 2002-09-17/04Ation 2002-09-17/05Ation 2002-09-17/08Ation 2002-09-18/09Ation 2002-09-18/11Reommendation 2002-03-06/01Reommendation 2002-03-06/02Reommendation 2002-03-06/03Reommendation 2002-03-07/06Reommendation 2002-03-07/07Reommendation 2002-03-07/12Reommendation 2002-09-17/14 (partly not feasible from Projet)Reommendation 2002-09-17/15Reommendation 2002-09-17/16Reommendation 2002-09-17/17Reommendation 2002-09-17/18 3



Endorsement 2002-09-17/01Endorsement 2002-09-17/02The following ation and reommendations are pending:Reommendation 2002-03-06/04Ation 2002-09-17/06Ation 2002-09-17/07Ation 2002-09-18/10The following ations and reommendations are onsidered as permanent and aretransferred to a ompilation of general reommendations (attahed):Ation 2002-03-07/03Reommendation 2002-03-07/11The open and pending ations and reommendations will be reviewed at the nextUG meeting.The �rst part of the meeting ended at 12:45Seond Part:The seond part (approximately 13:45 to 16:15) was devoted to disussions.XMM-Catalog: The UG is very muh impressed by the e�orts of the SSC team toonstrut and release the �rst XMM serendipitous soure atalog. The UG pointsout that it is important that the team ontinue their e�ort throughout the XMMlife time.AO3: The UG is satis�ed with the present status of the AO3 all for proposals andpreparation for the review proess. UG partiularly notes that most of the re-ommendations from the previous meetings with respet to the AO all and reviewproess have been implemented by the SOC. In the next XMM-Newton NewsletterSOC will inform the ommunity that it is possible to submit olor postsript justi�-ation �les and will remind potential proposers of the size limit for the justi�ation(10 Mbyte).TOO: The UG is aware of di�ering views in the ommunity on how to handle XMM-Newton TOOs. The UG is satis�ed with the handling of TOO requests by the XMMprojet, the fration of aepted targets and the deision-making proess. For theatual all there is no need for any hange in the poliy adopted for TOOs. However,following points raised by P. Charles and R. Pallaviini onerning partiular sieneareas, this issue will be re-disussed before the opening of AO-4, if there shouldbe a signi�ant inrease in the number of TOO requests or possibilities for TOOobservations.Reommendations and Ations: The UG agreed on the following reommendationsand Ations:Endorsement 2003-04-01/03 The UG appreiates the e�ort of all parties in-volved in the dereasing of the operational temperature of the RGS and MOSinstruments ("ooling").Endorsement 2003-04-01/04 The UG expliitly endorses the poliy of TOO ob-servations and their subsequent handling. This issue may be re-disussedbefore AO-4, if there should be a signi�ant inrease in the number of TOOrequests or suitable events. 4



Ation 2003-04-01/12 SOC should evaluate the tehnial analysis problems re-ported by A. Comastri and provide a written answer to him (via e-mail).Ation 2003-04-01/13 The ending of the CD prodution should be announed inadvane via the XMM-Newton NewsReommendation 2003-04-01/19 The UG enourages the SSC/SOC to main-tain support for the largest reasonably possible number of di�erent platformsto maximize the SAS portability. Should it be neessary to redue/disontinuesupport, then support for old versions should be disontinued �rst. If the sup-port for whole platforms or spei�ations is disontinued, then users should bealerted suÆiently far ahead of time. The UG will be informed about plansto disontinue SAS support for any spei� platforms.Reommendation 2003-04-01/20 The UG strongly supports an XMM-Newtonmission extension. Given that the sienti� output of XMM-Newton is highand inreasing it is premature to redue ritial mission support. There mustbe no impat on the sienti� return of XMM-Newton. In partiular, it isneessary to adequately maintain all required software systems to at least theend of the siene observations.Date of next meeting: 22nd and 23rd of September 2003, (start at 14:002003/09/22)
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AppendixCompilation Of General Ations And ReommendationsAtion 2002-03-07/03: Projet Sientist should report on ToO and disretionarytime observations in eah Users Group Meeting.Reommendation 2002-03-07/11: Users Group enourage the projet to pro-vide information on the projet in a lear and transparent fashion to the as-tronomial ommunity.
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